ANNEX B
(Informative)

Instructions to revise list of manufacturer marks

Accessing, selecting and submitting a cylinder manufacturer mark

1. Review the cylinder manufacturer marks listed on ISO's Standards Maintenance Portal for ISO/TR 17329 for the country of concern. Clause 4 of ISO/TR 17329 provides an explanation of the columns in the table.

2. To correct information listed on ISO's Standards Maintenance Portal (e.g. name change of the manufacturer), copy the appropriate portion of the country's table into a separate Word document and use track changes to show modifications.

3. To submit a new cylinder manufacturer's mark not listed on ISO's Standards Maintenance Portal, provide the following information:
   a) Manufacturer name (if name changes have taken place, the former names shall be indicated as well);
   b) Location of Manufacturing Plant/Facility (city, province);
   c) Year(s) of manufacture (in accordance with the explanations for column (4) of Annex A);
   d) Manufacturer's mark used (as either a JPEG or TIF file);

4. Corrections or new information should be sent either to the National Standards Body or through an international organization (an external liaison to ISO/TC 58/SC 4) for review and approval. Upon approval, the corrections/new information should be sent to the ISO/TC 58/SC 4 Secretariat as an e-mail with attachments.

NOTE: Manufacturers that no longer produce cylinders shall remain listed on ISO's Standards Maintenance Portal as their cylinders could still be in service and need to be identified.

Confirmation of listing

The Secretariat of ISO/TC 58/SC 4 shall:

1. Forward the submitted information to the experts of ISO/TC 58/SC 4/WG 6 for approval and assignment of the RFID code.

2. Upon approval by the working group, update the manufacturer information on ISO's Standards Maintenance Portal for ISO/TR 17329.